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Completing his Bachelor of Music (jazz) with Honours on electric bass in 2007, Aaron 
has had the opportunity to perform with Ben Lee and WASO, Kate Ceberano, Guy 
Sebastian, David Campbell, present a tribute to fusion band Weather Report with his 
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The Role of the Bass in the Jazz Ensemble. 
The primary role of the bass in the Jazz ensemble is to provide both the foundation of 
the harmony and establish the ‘time-feel’ or swing of a given piece either on its own or 
with the drums.  
The evolution of the bass in Jazz now sees bassist’s versatile enough to play melodies, 
counter-melodies, chords and improvised solos in addition to its fundamental role as an 
accompaniment instrument.  

Walking Bass-line 
The most common form of accompaniment is the ‘walking bass-line,’ where the bassist 
outlines the harmony of a given piece by improvising a continuous, 4 quarter-notes to a 
bar, linear phrase that targets the chord tones of the harmony (tonics, 3rd’s, 5th’s and 
7th’s), thus giving a soloist a foundation to improvise over. A good place to start for 
beginner bassist’s is to aim for the tonic of each chord on beat one of any bar and then 
explore linking up the chords via chord-tones (3rd’s & 7th’s) or via a more scalar 
approach. Bassist’s should aim for a sustained, full-bodied sound when playing a walking 
bass line and limit the skips and dead-notes until the concept is firm in the players mind. 

Playing in ‘2’ 
Other forms of accompaniment are the ‘2’ feel and the broken ‘2’ feel where instead of 
playing 4 quarter notes to a bar like in the walking bass line, the bassist will play 2 half 
notes in each bar, usually the tonic and 5th of the given chord again, to best outline the 
harmony. This feel is commonly associated with ballad playing but is an excellent way to 
break-up the ‘feels’ in straight ahead Jazz too. The broken ‘2’ feel is just a busier version 
of the ‘2’ feel where the bassist ‘fills’ the gaps in a musical manner around the melody or 
soloist. 

Time Feel 
‘Time feel’ is another important aspect of the bass’ role in the Jazz ensemble. Jazz gets 
the ‘swing’ feeling from (among other things) the quarter-note pulse from the walking 
bass line. When playing with a drummer, the walking bass line should push forward 
slightly on the time thus giving the music a forward momentum that is often identified as 
the ‘swing’ associated with Jazz. The bassist should aim for a sustained, full-bodied 
sound when playing a walking bass line in order to help better establish the ‘time-feel’ 
and to best lock in with the drummer. All musicians in an ensemble should have a good 
‘time-feel’ but it is particularly important for a bassist as the time comes from the bass; 
this concept is especially important when there is no drummer.  
 



The Role of the Bass in the Jazz Ensemble (cont). 

 

Reading charts is another aspect of learning jazz and performing with other musicians in 
a Jazz ensemble. The best way to learn how to read music and to get better and quicker 
at reading music is simply to do it a lot and for bassist’s, reading is very important. Most 
of the time in Jazz, the bassist will read chord changes and improvise a walking bass line 
or ‘2’ feel throughout the piece as the music dictates. Thus the bassist must be good 
enough at reading to be able to listen to all the other musicians in the ensemble, play 
with a good ‘time-feel,’ outline the harmony, follow the feeling of the music and read the 
chart at the same time. So with all these things to think about when reading and 
performing, above all things, the bassist has to be a good listener. 

To end this brief overview of the bass’ role in the Jazz ensemble, the best way to grasp 
the concept’s that have been covered previously is simply to listen to the great players 
who have recorded this music going back over 100 years, to know who all the great bass 
player’s are and who they played with. The next step and perhaps the most important 
step is to transcribe the great Jazz performers (not just bassist’s); both their bass-lines 
and solo’s.  


